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BlitzWolf TWS BlitzWolf BW-FYE13 in-ear headphones (black)
Bet on high quality sound with BlitzWolf.  BW-FYE13 successfully combine high quality sound and modern design. The headphones are
equipped  with  dynamic  6.1mm  drivers.  In  addition,  they  are  extremely  durable  and  IPX5  waterproof.  The  headphones  use  noise
cancellation, which means you can use them even in extremely noisy environments.
 
Exceptional sound quality
The 6.1mm dynamic drivers deliver crystal clear, richly detailed sound. This means you can not only discover previously unknown details
of your favorite songs, but also pick up the immerse when you play games. Plus, they benefit from CVC noise cancellation, so you can
use them even in extremely noisy places.
 
Unique design
The headphones are designed to provide you with maximum comfort. They lie perfectly in your ears and won't fall out even during an
extremely intense workout. In addition, they use TWS technology, so you don't have to worry about an annoying cable.
 
No lag
With BlitzWolf, nothing will stand in the way of your victory! The BW-FYE13 headphones are equipped with an advanced chip and support
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Bluetooth 5.2 technology, so they can provide a fast and stable wireless connection with low latency.
 
Waterproof
The headphones are IPX5 waterproof. Which allows you to take the BW-FYE13 with you to the gym or a walk in the rain - a few drops of
water are not afraid of them!
 
Long working time
Don't  worry  that  the  headphones  will  discharge  too  quickly  and  thus  spoil  your  gameplay.  BW-FYE13  are  equipped  with  heavy-duty
rechargeable batteries that provide surprisingly long runtime. In standby mode they can last for up to 240 hours! What's more, charging
the headphones with the included case won't take long - about 1-2 hours is enough.
 
Touch panel
The headphones use a touch panel, which greatly improves their operation. With its help, you can stop/resume the song you are playing,
change the song, adjust the volume and even answer voice calls.
 
Included
Headphones with charging case
USB-C cable
3 pairs of earbuds (S/M/L)
User manual
Brand
BlitzWolf
Model
BW-FYE13
Name
BlitzWolf BW-FYE13 TWS in-ear headphones
Color
Black
Type
Dockless
Weight
80 g
Microphone
yes
Volume control
yes
Bluetooth version
5.2
Supported profiles
HSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP
Audio decoding support
APT, AAC
Transmission distance
10 m
Frequency response
20-20k Hz
Battery capacity
Headphones: 50 mAh x 2 / Charging case: 500 mAh
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Charging time (h)
1-2h
Playback time
6h
Standby time (h)
240h
Waterproof
IPX5
Charging interface
USB-C

Preço:

Antes: € 34.5015

Agora: € 31.00
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